
Created on Thursday 03 February, 2022

Beads, Charms, Buttons - Charms - Our selections

Metal charms - Silver Hearts
da: CasaCenina

Modello: ACCCEN-JBCHARM8312

Go way beyond just the basics with customized
pieces for your jewelry making needs. From an
inspiration point such as a pendant, continuing
with embellishments like charms, beads or chains,
and ending with the findings needed to finish the
piece, you can find everything you need to
complete and enjoy many accessories. 
© Cousin

Price: € 7.46 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 03 February, 2022

Beads, Charms, Buttons - Charms - Our selections

Closed Back Medium Heart Pendant - Antique Bronze
da: CasaCenina

Modello: ACCCEN-IRB50674

Go way beyond just the basics with customized
pieces for your jewelry making needs. From an
inspiration point such as a pendant, continuing
with embellishments like charms, beads or chains,
and ending with the findings needed to finish the
piece, you can find everything you need to
complete and enjoy many accessories. With a
closed back, this bezel is ideal to fill with enamels,
shattered mica, German glass glitter, opals and
resin.
© Ice Resin

Price: € 6.10 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 03 February, 2022

Beads, Charms, Buttons - Charms - Our selections

Foundry Bezel Collection - Rose Gold Hammered
Heart
da: CasaCenina

Modello: ACCCEN-IRB73338

Go way beyond just the basics with customized
pieces for your jewelry making needs. From an
inspiration point such as a pendant, continuing
with embellishments like charms, beads or chains,
and ending with the findings needed to finish the
piece, you can find everything you need to
complete and enjoy many accessories. With a
closed back, this bezel is ideal to fill with enamels,
shattered mica, German glass glitter, opals and
resin.
© Ice Resin

Price: € 10.17 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 12 April, 2022

Beads, Charms, Buttons - Charms - Our selections

Metal charms - 6 Hearts
da: CasaCenina

Modello: ACCCEN-WP1581381

Go way beyond just the basics with customized
pieces for your jewelry making needs. From an
inspiration point such as a pendant, continuing
with embellishments like charms, beads or chains,
and ending with the findings needed to finish the
piece, you can find everything you need to
complete and enjoy many accessories. 
© Jewelry Made by Me

Price: € 7.46 (incl. VAT)
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